At the Conference of AAG 2019, we presented "3D" Chinese Tourism Appreciation & Exploration (Part I: Nature), from the core of geography research-space-time, in which we proposed the "spatial dimension" and the following "time axis.

Big Bang 13.7-13.8 billion years / Earth history 4.5-4.6 billion years / More than 3 billion years of life / Human ancestors appeared for about 2 million years / The emergence of ancient human civilization is about 10,000 years ago / Uninterrupted human civilization for about 5,000 years / Individual life expectancy of 60-70 years

It is only a few decades for one person to explore the earth!

Although human life is short, "3D" China Tourism Appreciation and Analysis & Exploration (Part II: Humanity). We are trying to open a brand new window from the multidimensional dimension of civilization and human exploration of the earth. In this part, the 3D space of Chinese cultural tourism: it will be displayed from the three dimensions of ancient, modern and future.

http://media.nju.edu.cn/pub/ZF_CPS/Courses/61243A/Index.aspx

First of all, the 3D space of China's cultural tourism is first displayed according to the geographical development stages of human exploration of the earth, and show the trajectory of the 3D space-time of Chinese humanistic tourism from ancient times to the present.

1. Independent exploration period of ancient Eastern and Western civilizations (Before the 15th century, people only knew about 2/3 of the earth's land and 1/10 of the sea)
2. The age of travel and navigation and the great geographical discovery (15th to late 17th century)
3. Modern geographic exploration and meteorological revolution (mid-18th and 19th centuries)
4. The development of modern space navigation allows civilized humans to study the earth from space

Then, we focus on the historical process of the ancient-present-future "3D" of Chinese human civilization, the history of the Chinese tourism and civilization is reviewed, appreciated and analyzed according to the six elements of tourism:

- eating, inhabitation, travelling, sightseeing, purchasing, and entertainment, which unveils China tourism and civilization, dormant for 5000 years, as the only, uninterrupted and traceable human civilization in the world. Open a special scene of civilized humans on the earth—a dynamic interpretation of "3D" Chinese cultural tourism full of the charm of oriental civilization tourism.

This unique "3D" time-space display of Chinese cultural tourism shows that the footprint of human tourism is constantly expanding along with the footprint of human civilization on Earth exploring the earth:

- Early tourism exploration: Civilized mankind was to know the earth, to survive and expand the territory;
- Modern tourism exploration: Civilized human beings are to appreciate the mysterious diversity of the earth, and to obtain the joy of the soul.
- Future tourism exploration: Civilized human beings will expand into the cosmic space.